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Hallo Heritage enthusiasts !
The European Heritag Championship promises to be a major succes this year ! We have in total 16
different horses entered for one or the other (or both ) race-proposals !
Enclosed a press-release .... and above all the entries for both proposals of races... Corresponding to the
impression I had from personnal contacts it was not easy to decide by the number of entries between both
distances ...
As you will see, at this stage, the difference is only one horse more for the longer distance....
I thus recommand strongly that the trainers also enter their horses for the other of the two proposals, in as far
as possible !!
We do await some new entries before saturday ... and the final decision will than fall ... Afterwards it is no
longer possible to influence the choice of the distance !
As things look now , it will be possible in both options to hold a symbolis “Nations Cup” between Sweden,
Russia and Benelux ...Unfortunately England did not enter enough horses till now to take part in the Nations
Cup, but who knows , before saturday ?!
Don’t forget to make your supplementary entries for the option you did not choose as priority , as I
can not yet preduct with certitude which race is to be run !!!
Also communicate the weights you have calculated for the races you entered in before tursday, 10H
either at dir@jockey-club.be or to me ...
We plan a little reception offered by HARC/AHRCB after the races (hour to be confirmed) for the prizegiving of the two individual winners ( Heritage and Closing race) as well as the Nations Cup, after which we
can all have dinner together (at own costs, democratic prizes !) in an apart area of the grand-stand ... More
info later !
Please let me know in advance if you need stabling for your horses at the track before and/or after the race
(you have to take,your,own water-buckets as there is no drinkers in the boxes!) !
Kind regards,
Nelly

